
ggZH from ZH/WH ratio: 
!
ggZH (loop-induced) might be sensitive to new physics through 
contribution to its loop structure

!
Measuring the ZH/WH ratio should allow to cancel part of the TH 
uncertainties on ZH and WH, making this quantity sensitive to 
deviations from the SM prediction (and in particular to NP effects in 
ggZH, which only contributes to the numerator)

!

RZH/WH = [σ(ggZH)+σ(qqZH)]/σ(WH)

!
Can we make some projections? Current results expressed as signal 
strengths mu:

!

muVH = σ(VH)/σ(VH)SM

!

• what precision (on mu) could we reach (Run-2, HL-LHC)?

• what precision on THU could we expect?



ATLAS+CMS, 7+8TeV, L~25/fb

H(gamgam)+ 
H(WW)+ 

H(tautau)+ 
H(bb)



ATLAS+CMS, 7+8TeV, L~25/fb 
mu_ZH = 0.79 (+0.38, -0.36)

mu_WH = 0.89 (+0.40, -0.38)

!
7+8TeV to 13TeV: scale by 1/sqrt(2) [assuming S&B x2]

25/fb to L1: scale by 1/sqrt(L1/25)

!
!
100/fb

e_ZH = 0.13 - e_WH = 0.14

!
300/fb

e_ZH = 0.08 - e_WH = 0.08

!
1000/fb

e_ZH = 0.04 - e_WH = 0.04

!
3000/fb

e_ZH = 0.02 - e_WH = 0.03

Lumi scaling:

 - stat scaling

 - syst scaling not trivial

 - theory scaling?

!
sqrt(s) scaling not trivial: 
 (e.g. ttbar x4)



Could we make a more precise prediction?

 - theory uncertainty rarely quoted separately

   ICHEP16 ATLAS VH(bb) analysis - 10% uncertainty on mu from VH TH

   (total XS + acceptance + shape from scales / PDFalphaS / UEPS)

!
 - approximate scaling 8TeV-13TeV

 

 - estimate of systematic uncertainties? different scenarios?



No separate theory unc. from ATLAS+CMS combination paper



In addition…

 - could we consider projection studies from ATLAS / CMS to get a more 
accurate estimate of uncertainties / combination of decay channels?

!
 - how do we pass from the signal strength precision to the R ratio 
precision?

!
 - how do we quote the impact of possible ggZH TH advancements? 
   (if possible)



From signal strenghts to ratio: 
!
RZH/WH = [σ(ggZH)+σ(qqZH)]/σ(WH)

	       = (muZH/muWH) / [(σ(ggZH)+σ(qqZH))SM/σ(WH)SM]

!
!
Part of theory uncertainties on [(σ(ggZ)+σ(qqZH))SM/σ(WH)SM] cancels out 
(from qqZH/qqWH)


 
Impact of theory uncertainty on ggZH from σ(ggZH)  
(now and with (projected) improved TH calculation)


!
!
Not trivial to extrapolate the uncertainty on (muZH/muWH) from the 
separate signal strength uncertainties:


simultaneous muZH & muWH with correlated uncertainties

!
Combined fit (muZH+muWH) reduces uncertainties by 30%(ZH)-60%(WH) 

(this is the extreme case where the two are 100% correlated)



Total cross section TH prediction:

W+h

W-h

ZllH

ZvvH

Separate scale variations for ggZH and qqZH

(qq+gg)ZH(+3.8, -3.1) [%] qqZH(+0.54, -0.63) [%]

ggZH(+25, -19) [%]

YR4



Fiducial cross section TH prediction:

W+h

W-h

ZllH

YR4



ATLAS, 7+8TeV, L~25/fb VH(bb) 
mu_ZH = 0.05 (+0.52, -0.49) - e_ZH = 0.50

mu_WH = 1.11 (+0.65, -0.61) - e_WH = 0.63

!
7+8TeV to 13TeV: scale by 1/sqrt(2) [assuming S&B x2]

25/fb to L1: scale by 1/sqrt(L1/25)

!
13.2/fb - scaled —> e_ZH = 0.49 - e_WH = 0.61
!
13.2/fb - ATLAS ICHEP16 results —> e_ZH = 0.65 - e_WH = 0.93

One word of caution…
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